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Lab 1 - Configure the Development Environment
Throughout these labs, you will be developing Java EE components with two main pieces
of software: IBM WebSphere 8.0 and IBM Rational Application Developer 8.0.
IBM WebSphere 8.0 (WebSphere) is a JEE application server that serves up JEE
applications.
Rational Application Developer (RAD) provides tools that make it easier to develop
applications utilizing specific WebSphere technologies and provides control of the
WebSphere server. Based on the Eclipse tool, it is the programming environment we will
use for this class.
In this lab exercise, we will configure WebSphere and RAD to form our development
environment.

Part 1 - Configure a server in RAD
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We need to configure RAD to be able to communicate with the WebSphere instance that
is installed on our lab PC. Doing so will allow us to perform simple operations with the
server (e.g. Starting, stopping and deploying applications).

N

RAD has already been installed on your computer. We just need to configure it.
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RAD will launch.
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__1. Start RAD from the Rational Application Developer icon on the desktop. If the
icon is not there you can start RAD from Start menu and then select All Programs >
IBM Software Delivery Platform >IBM Rational Application Developer 8.0 >
Rational Application Developer.
You will be prompted to select a Workspace.

EV

__2. Set the Workspace to C:\workspace

__3. Click OK.
RAD will start. If this is the first time RAD has been started in this workspace (which is
the likely case), RAD will display a dialog box called Configuring the WebSphere
Application Server.
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__4. Click Next. On the next page of the dialog, RAD asks you to configure the user id
and password for the WebSphere instance. Enter the following values:
wasadmin

Password:

wasadmin

Retype Password:

EV

User ID:

wasadmin
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__5. Click Finish.
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__6. If the Features with Trial Licenses dialog appears, click Ignore.

__7. RAD will open, displaying the Welcome view. Click on the “X” icon on the
Welcome view to close it if appears.
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As mentioned earlier, RAD is built on top of Eclipse. If you are familiar with Eclipse,
you should have no problems using RAD.

Part 2 - Disable Automatic Publishing
By default, RAD will publish your work to the server every time you edit and save a file.
Although this sounds like a good idea, in practice, it leads to a continuous stream of
specious warnings and errors, not to mention delays. We will shut off this behavior in the
server we just created.
__1. In the Servers view, double-click on WebSphere Application Server v8.0 at
localhost.
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__2. RAD will display the server configuration window. Look for the Publishing tab and
click on it to expand it.
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__3. Click the radio button for Never publish automatically, and then save and close the
file.

Part 3 - Working with the Server

EV

Throughout this class, we will be using this view to perform 3 basic operations: server
stop, start and publish. We will discuss publishing in a later lab, right now let's focus on
starting and stopping the server.
__1. Let us start things off by starting the server. In the Servers view, right click on the
server called “WebSphere Application Server v8.0 at localhost and then select Start.
The Console view should automatically open. This will allow us to “see” WebSphere
booting. Eventually, the server will start. Once it does, click on the Servers tab to
display the Servers view again.
After RAD finishes publishing the server State should be Started.
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__2. Examine the Console window by clicking the Console tab.
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In later lab steps, when we ask you to refer to the server console, this is the view we will
be referring to.
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__4. Right click on the server and select Stop.
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__3. Let us try stopping the server. Go back to the Servers view.
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As with starting the server, the console view will open briefly. Then the Server view will
appear, listing the status as Stopped.

You have stopped the server.

Part 4 - Review
In this lab, you configured the development environment.
You started things off by configuring environment to recognize the WebSphere
Application Server, which will be used to host our web service applications.
You saw how to start and stop a WebSphere Server instance.
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Lab 2 - Creating A Stateless Session Bean
Time for Lab: 30 minutes
In this lab exercise, you will use RAD to create an EJB 3.1 stateless session bean, which
will then be tested by a web client.

Part 1 - Create the Projects
RAD uses the concept of projects to group code. The projects we need to create are the
following:
An EJB project called SimpleEJBProject. This will contain our core EJB code.
In this lab exercise, it will merely contain the stateless session bean.

●

An EJB client project called SimpleEJBProjectClient. This will contain the
interfaces required for the EJBs in SimpleEJBProject. In this lab exercise, it will
contain the local interface for the stateless session bean.

●

A web project called EJBWebApp. This will contain the web layer that will act
as a testing point for our EJBs. In this lab, we will simply create a servlet that
invokes the session bean.

●

An enterprise project called EJBEARProject. This will contain all the other
projects and serve as a single deployable unit.
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We will use these projects throughout this course's lab exercises.
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__1. If it is not already running, start RAD by double-clicking on the desktop icon. If
prompted open the 'C:\workspace' workspace.
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Recall that in RAD, a view is a particular window (e.g. Servers view displays information
about servers) and a perspective is a collection of views with a common purpose (e.g. the
data perspective displays several database related views)
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RAD will be displaying the Java EE perspective.

We will first create the enterprise project.
__2. From the menu, select File → New → Enterprise Application Project. The New
EAR Application Project window will appear.
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__3. For the Project name, enter EJBEARProject

__4. Click Finish. The project will be created and listed in the Enterprise Explorer
view.
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Next, we create the EJB Project.
__5. From the menu, select File → New → EJB Project. The New EJB Project window
will appear.
__6. Set the Project name to be SimpleEJBProject but do not move to the next page.
__7. In the main project wizard window, check the option for 'Add project to an EAR'
and be sure the EAR project you created is selected.
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__8. Once your project settings appear as below, click Next.
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__9. Accept the Java options and click the Next button.
__10. Notice that the check box to create a client JAR is selected. This wizard will create
an additional JAR that will be used to contain EJB client interfaces.
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__11. Click Finish.
The projects will be created and displayed in the Enterprise Explorer view. There will
be a warning but you can ignore it until you create the first EJB.

Finally, we can create the web project that will contain our EJB web clients.
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__12. If the Technology Quickstarts view appears, de-select the checkbox for Open on
creation of new projects at the right end of the page as shown below, and then close it
by clicking on the large X next to the title.
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__13. From the menu, select File → New → Dynamic Web Project. The New Dynamic
Web Project screen will appear.
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__14. For the Project Name, enter EJBWebApp but remain on the first page.
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__15. For the Configuration setting, use the drop-down to select JavaServer Faces v2.0
Project.
__16. Check the option for 'Add project to an EAR' and be sure the EAR project you
created is selected.
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__17. Once your project settings appear as below, click the Finish button, and then click
Yes when RAD asks if you want to switch to the Web Perspective.

The dynamic web project will be created.
The projects have been created. We now need to set a few library dependencies. Since
the components in the web project will be acting as clients to the EJB, we need to make
sure that the SimpleEJBProjectClient is in the web project's class path.
__18. Right-click on the white area of the Enterprise Explorer view and select Refresh.
__19. Right-click on EJBWebApp and select Properties. The Properties for
EJBWebApp screen will appear.
__20. In the left pane, click Deployment Assembly.
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__21. In the right pane, click the tab for 'Manifest Entries'.
__22. Click the Add button to bring up a dialog to add an entry.
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__23. Select the SimpleEJBProjectClient.jar entry and click the Finish button.

EV

__24. Using the same procedure as above, add the SimpleEJBProject.jar to the manifest
entries as well.
__25. Check that your Manifest Entries tab appears as below and click the OK button.

Now, code created in the web project will be able to use the interface code created in the
client project.
We can now begin coding the bean.
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Part 2 - Develop the Bean
We will now begin coding the actual session bean. The session bean we will create is a
very simple one; it will be called the Greeting and will simply have one business method
called sayHello(), which will return an appropriate String.
__1. In the Project Explorer view, right-click on SimpleEJBProject and select New →
Session Bean(EJB 3.x).
The Create EJB 3.x Session Bean window will appear.
__2. Set the Java Package to simple.stateless
__3. Set the Class name to Greeting
__4. Leave the State type as Stateless
__5. Under Create business interface, check Local and un-check No-interface.
This means that RAD will generate a local interface for this EJB for us.
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Your screen should now look like the following:

__6. Click Finish.
RAD will create the required components.
An editor should now be open on Greeting.java – which is the bean implementation
class which is where we will place our bean business logic. It has been partially
generated by RAD.
Immediately notice the following about the generated bean class.
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■

The @Stateless annotation. This annotation marks the class as a stateless
session bean.

■

The class implements an interface called GreetingLocal. As you may
have guessed, GreetingLocal is the EJB's local interface; any methods
that a client wishes to invoke must be declared on that interface and
implemented in this class.

We will come back and add code to this bean class later; let us first update the local
interface to declare what methods this EJB will support.
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__7. In the Enterprise Explorer, expand SimpleEJBProjectClient → ejbModule →
simple.stateless.
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Recall that this project (SimpleEJBProjectClient) contains our EJB client code; it makes
sense then that the EJB's local interface was created here by RAD.
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__8. Double-click on GreetingLocal.java to open it in the editor.

Note that it is an interface, not a class.
__9. Add the following method declaration to the interface.
public String sayHello(String name);

__10. Save the file. There should be no errors in the file. (An error, however, will appear
back in the Greeting class; we will fix that in a moment).
You have completed coding the business interface of our session bean. This will
Copyright 2013 Web Age Solutions Inc.
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represent the view that any client using this session bean will work with. As you can see,
it is very simple; this business interface states that the session bean will have only one
method, called sayHello which returns a string.
We can now add code to the bean implementation class, which contains the actual
business logic for the methods defined in the business interface.
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__11. Switch back to Greeting.java.
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An error has appeared here; it is because this class implements an interface
(GreetingLocal), but has not implemented that interface's methods (sayHello).

EV

Let us get RAD to show us what methods need to be implemented.
__12. In the margin, click the red X. A pop up will appear:

__13. Double-click Add unimplemented methods.
RAD will add a method to the class:
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This is the code we need to complete.
__14. Delete the contents of this method; instead, set it to the following in bold:
public String sayHello(String name) {
if (name == null || name.isEmpty()) {
return "Hello World!";
} else {
return "Hello " + name + "!";
}
}

Very simple!
__15. Save the file. There should be no errors.
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You have successfully finished coding the stateless session bean! You have created a
local interface which declares the sayHello method, and also coded an appropriate bean
implementation class that provides the actual business logic for that method.
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Part 3 - Create the Web Client
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Since the EJB has been coded, we need a mechanism to test it to make sure it works. To
do this, we will create a simple test client.
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Our client will be a simple JSF page and managed bean. Much of the code will be
provided for you so we can focus on the interaction with the EJB.
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__1. In the Project Explorer, right click on EJBWebApp and select New → Package.

EV

__2. Set the name of the new package to simple.jsf and click the Finish button.

__3. Open a Windows Explorer file browser window and navigate to
'C:\LabFiles\StatelessEJB' (assuming the lab files for the class are located in
C:\LabFiles)
__4. Copy the StatelessController.java file.
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__5. Return to RAD and find the Java package you created under EJBWebApp → Java
Resources → src → simple.jsf.
__6. Select the package by clicking it and paste the file (you can use CTRL-V or Edit →
Paste from the RAD menus).
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__7. Expand the package and make sure the file appears in the correct location as shown
below.
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__8. Double click the StatelessController.java file to open it.
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Notice the Java class already has some code including a few fields for a reference to the
'GreetingLocal' EJB and a few fields for the JSF page you will import in a few steps. It is
also a JSF managed bean.

EV

@ManagedBean
public class StatelessController {
private String message;
private String name;
private GreetingLocal greetingBean;
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__9. Find the currently empty constructor for the StatelessController class and add the
following code to initialize the field for the EJB. This uses a JNDI name that follows the
standardized JNDI name patterns introduced in EJB 3.1.
public StatelessController() {
try {
Context ctx = new InitialContext();
greetingBean = (GreetingLocal) ctx
.lookup("java:app/SimpleEJBProject/Greeting");
} catch (NamingException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
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__10. Find the 'displayGreeting' method and add the line of code in bold below. This
will use the EJB to get the greeting and then store the message in a field the JSF page will
use to display it.
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public String displayGreeting() {
// use EJB here
message = greetingBean.sayHello(name);
return null;
}
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__11. Save the code. Make sure there are no errors.
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__12. Return to the Windows Explorer file browser window showing the
'C:\LabFiles\StatelessEJB' directory and open a new one if you had closed it.
__13. Copy the stateless.xhtml file.
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__14. Return to RAD and find the web resources folder under EJBWebApp →
WebContent.
__15. Select the 'WebContent' folder by clicking it and paste the file (you can use CTRLV or Edit → Paste from the RAD menus).
__16. Expand the folder and make sure the file appears in the correct location as shown
below.

__17. Double click the stateless.xhtml file to open it.
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__18. You don't have to change any code but notice the core of the code is a form that
will submit a name value by calling the 'displayGreeting' method and then display the
'message' in an output component.
<h:form>
Name: <h:inputText value="#{statelessController.name}">
</h:inputText><br/>
<h:commandButton value="Get Greeting"
action="#{statelessController.displayGreeting}"></h:commandButton>
</h:form>
<p><h:outputText value="#{statelessController.message}" /></p>

You have successfully completed coding the EJB client. Once the application has been
deployed, we can now test everything by simply browsing to this JSF page.
So now all we need to do is deploy and test.
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__19. Close all open files.
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Part 4 - Deploy and Test
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Since our code is complete, we can deploy it to WebSphere, and test it once it has started.
We will do this now.
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__1. Locate the Servers view, at the bottom middle of RAD.

This server listed here is the WebSphere test environment that was configured in a
previous lab. All we need to do is add the project to the server and then start it.
__2. Right-click on the server and select Add and Remove...
__3. The Add and Remove screen will appear. Click Add All and click Finish.
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__4. Right-click on the server and select Publish. This will start the server as well as
deploy the project.
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__5. Wait for the server to start. This may take a few minutes, depending on how
powerful your computer is.
The Console view will open, showing the boot process.
Eventually, the console will show a screen like the following:

__6. Switch back to the Servers view.
The server State should become Started and the server's Status should be Synchronized.
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This means the server is running, and the latest version of the code you are writing has
been pushed onto the server. It is ready for testing!

__7. In the Enterprise Explorer, right-click on the file stateless.xhtml and then select
Run As → Run on Server.
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__8. The Run On Server dialog will appear. Click to select the checkbox for Always
use this server when running this project, then click Finish.

You should see the following:
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__9. Fill in the box with some name and click the 'Get Greeting' button.
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Success! It looks like the JSF page is successfully invoking the EJB!
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Congratulations! You have successfully developed and tested an EJB 3.1 Stateless
Session Bean.
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__10. Close the web browser view.
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Part 5 - Use Injection to Initialize EJB
Although the standardized JNDI name used to lookup the EJB would be portable between
application server vendors it was still a little complex. It turns out that since there is only
one implementation of this EJB and it is in the same EAR project there is an even easier
way to initialize the EJB with @EJB injection.
__1. Return to RAD and find the Java package under EJBWebApp → Java Resources
→ src → simple.jsf.
__2. Double click the StatelessController.java file to open it.
__3. Find the constructor for the StatelessController class and delete all of the code so the
constructor is again empty.
public StatelessController() {

LY

}
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@ManagedBean
public class StatelessController {
private String message;
private String name;
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__4. Find the 'greetingBean' field in the class that refers to the EJB and add the '@EJB'
annotation shown below immediately before the field. You will have errors fixed in the
next step.
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@EJB
private GreetingLocal greetingBean;

EV

__5. Organize imports by selecting Source → Organize Imports from the RAD menus.
__6. Save the code. Make sure there are no errors.
__7. In the RAD Servers view, right-click on the server and select Publish. This will
update the code on the server.
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__8. In the Enterprise Explorer, right-click on the file stateless.xhtml and then select
Run As → Run on Server. You should again see the JSF form:
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__9. Fill in the box with some name and click the 'Get Greeting' button. Make sure you
still get a response. This response verifies that the field for the EJB is still being
initialized.

__10. Close the web browser.
__11. Stop the server. To do this, right-click on the server (in the Servers view) and
select Stop.
__12. Close all open files. (Ctrl+Shift+W)
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Part 6 - Review
In this lab, you:
Created and configured projects to hold our lab exercise code.

■

Developed a stateless session bean by creating a business interface and a
bean class.

■

Modified a JSF test client to work with the EJB and make sure the EJB did
in fact work properly.

■

Saw how to deploy to and start the WebSphere test environment.
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■
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Lab 3 - Creating A Stateful Session Bean
In this exercise, you will create a stateful session bean. You will also create a web client
for this stateful session bean.

Part 1 - Create the Stateful Session Bean
In this part of the lab, we will create the stateful session bean that will be the core of our
application. The stateful session bean will manage a ToDo list. Simply put, it will
maintain a member variable called items which will be a simple List, representing a list
of Strings. This items variable will represent the state of the session bean.
The bean will be able to perform 3 basic operations: it will be able to add an item to its
vector; it will be able to return a list of all added items; and it will be able to empty its
own list. Let us create this bean now.

O

__4. Change the State type to Stateful

N

__3. Set the Class name to be ToDo

O

__2. Set the Java package to be simple.stateful
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The Create EJB 3.x Session Bean window will appear.
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__1. In the Enterprise Explorer, right-click on SimpleEJBProject and New → Session
Bean.
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__5. Under Create business interface, check Local and un-check No-interface.

__6. Click the Next button.
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__7. Uncheck Inherited abstract methods and Constructors from superclass.
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__8. Click Finish.
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RAD will open an editor on the ToDo.java bean implementation class.
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In the previous lab exercise, we coded the interface first, and then added unimplemented
methods to the bean implementation class; in this lab exercise, we will do things in the
opposite direction. We will code the implementation methods first, and then promote
them to the local interface.
Examine the opened ToDo.java. Once again, notice the annotation - @Stateful which
marks this class as being a stateful session bean. Also note that the class implements the
local interface ToDoLocal.
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We can now start adding implementation code.
Let us declare that this class has some state. Recall that as we said earlier, this bean's
state will be reflected by a List called items which will be an instance variable (member
variable) for the class.
__9. Add this declaration immediately after the class declaration as follows (in bold)
@Stateful
public class ToDo implements ToDoLocal {
private List<String> items = new ArrayList<String>();
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__10. An error will appear. Organize imports (Ctrl-Shift-O) to import the List and
ArrayList class. It turns out that there is more than one class called List in the classpath,
so RAD will show the Organize Imports dialog. Choose java.util.List and click Finish

__11. Save the class. There should be no errors.

EV

Now we can start writing the actual EJB methods. Our EJB will support 3 methods
addItem, clearItems and listItems.
These 3 methods, which will be invokable by the client, are what allows a client to
interact with the EJB's state – they are essentially front ends to the list that this EJB
maintains. We can now add these methods.
__12. Add the following method to the class. Make sure it is within the curly brackets
for the class but outside the constructor.
public void addItem(String item) {
items.add(item);
}

Recall that this method will be called by a client. A client wishing to add an item (a
String) to the do list will use this method. Ignore the warning.
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__13. Now, add the following method to the class:
public void clearItems() {
items.clear();
}

This method will clear all the elements of the items list.
__14. Add the following method to the class:
public List<String> listItems() {
return items;
}

A client can call this method to retrieve the list.
__15. Save the code. There should be no errors.
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We now need to make sure these 3 methods are declared in the local interface. We could
do this by opening open the local interface class (ToDoLocal) and copying and pasting
the method declarations in. That, however, would be a little cumbersome. Instead, we
will have RAD do it for us!
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__16. Examine the Outline view (on the right).

As implied, it shows an outline of the class.
__17. Holding down the Ctrl button (this performs a multiple select), click the three
methods addItem(String), clearItems() and listItems().

__18. Right-click on the selected methods and select Refactor → Pull Up...
The Refactoring window will appear.
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__19. Make sure your wizard appears as below and press the Finish button.
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RAD will go off and add the methods to the local interface. You will have an error in
ToDo.java which will be fixed next.
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__20. In the Project Explorer, expand SimpleEJBProjectClient → ejbModule →
simple.stateful and double click ToDoLocal.java.
The interface will open in an editor.
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Notice that the methods were indeed added to the interface. Very nice!
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__21. Although the methods were added to the interface, the import of the List class was
not. This creates some compilation problems. Right-click in the editor and select Source
-->Organize Imports to fix the problem. Once again, select java.util.List and then click
Finish.
You can see that the refactoring tool has made it somewhat easier for us to add the
methods to the EJB interface. The tool was designed more to “Pull up” definitions from
a subclass to a superclass though so we had to make some adjustments to ensure it
generated code properly. In the future you can decide for yourself if it is easier to use this
tool or simply copy the method definitions.
__22. Save the file and check the Problems view to be sure you do not have any errors.
We have completed coding our stateful session bean! We now need to create a test client
for this newly created and deployed EJB.
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Part 2 - Create A Web Client
We will create a client to test this bean. You will be provided some JSF code that will act
as the EJB client. Some properties of this code will be critical to preserve the state of the
stateful session EJB.
__1. Open a Windows Explorer file browser window and navigate to
'C:\LabFiles\StatefulEJB' (assuming the lab files for the class are located in
C:\LabFiles)
__2. Copy the ToDoController.java file.
__3. Return to RAD and find the Java package under EJBWebApp → Java Resources
→ src → simple.jsf.
__4. Select the package by clicking it and paste the file (you can use CTRL-V or Edit →
Paste from the RAD menus).
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__5. Expand the package and make sure the file appears in the correct location as shown
below.
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__6. Double click the ToDoController.java file to open it.
Notice the code is already a JSF managed bean and has a field for storing a reference to
the stateful EJB. So as long as the JSF managed bean object is not discarded, the state
maintained by the EJB will be available.
@ManagedBean
@SessionScoped
public class ToDoController {
@EJB
private ToDoLocal toDoBean;

The easiest way to make sure the JSF managed bean is available over multiple requests is
to store the bean in the user's session. Notice that the managed bean has the
@SessionScoped annotation applied to it.
Now there are a few methods to complete to work with the EJB.
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__7. Find the 'clearList' method and add the code in bold below. This will clear the list
in the EJB and make sure the JSF bean has the current list.
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public void clearList() {
// add EJB method calls
toDoBean.clearItems();
currentList = toDoBean.listItems();
currentItem = "";
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}
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__8. Find the 'addItem' method and add the code in bold below. This will add the item
submitted by the user to the EJB list and make sure the JSF bean has the current list.
public void addItem() {
// add EJB method calls
toDoBean.addItem(currentItem);
currentList = toDoBean.listItems();
}

currentItem = "";

__9. Save the code. Make sure there are no errors.
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__10. Return to the Windows Explorer file browser window showing the
'C:\LabFiles\StatefulEJB' directory and open a new one if you had closed it.
__11. Copy the toDoStateful.xhtml file.
__12. Return to RAD and find the web resources folder under EJBWebApp →
WebContent.
__13. Select the 'WebContent' folder by clicking it and paste the file (you can use CTRLV or Edit → Paste from the RAD menus).
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__14. Expand the folder and make sure the file appears in the correct location as shown
below.
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__15. Double click the toDoStateful.xhtml file to open it.
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You don't have to change any code but notice the core of the code is a form that the user
can use to submit a task to add or to indicate the task list should be cleared. There is also
a table which will show the current content of the task list.

EV

<h:form>
Task: <h:inputText value="#{toDoController.currentItem}">
</h:inputText><br/>
<h:commandButton value="Add Task" action="#{toDoController.addItem}">
</h:commandButton>
<h:commandButton value="Clear Tasks"
action="#{toDoController.clearList}"></h:commandButton>
</h:form>
<h:dataTable border="1" value="#{toDoController.currentList}"
var="item">
...
</h:dataTable>
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Part 3 - Test the Code
Let us deploy the project and start the server.
__1. Close all open files. (Ctrl+Shift+W)
__2. Publish the server. (From the Servers view, right-click on the server and select
Publish) This will update the code on the server and start the server if needed.
Wait for the server to start.
__3. In the Enterprise Explorer, right-click on toDoStateful.xhtml, and then select Run
As → Run on Server
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You should see the following:
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__4. Enter some text into the task text box (e.g. Do Laundry) and click Add Task. Check
that the task is added to the list.

__5. Add a few more tasks, making sure that the tasks that were added previously are still
listed.
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What is happening here? Every time we click the Add Item button, the JSF page is
sending the item to be added to a single unique instance of a stateful session bean, which
is adding it to its state. This is why, in between invocations from the browser, the
application seems to "remember" what has previously been added.
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__6. Click the 'Clear Tasks' button to clear the list and then add some more items to the
list again.
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Congratulations! You have completed testing your stateful session bean.
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__7. Close any open browser windows.
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Part 4 - Review
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In this lab you:

Created a stateful session bean.

■

Created a web client (a session-scoped JSF bean) for the stateful session
bean.

■

Tested the stateful session bean and saw how it maintained state.
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